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On Bth March 1951 the UK ratified the European Convent.ion for:

the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms

(ECHR). The Convention entered into force on 3 September

1953 and is binding on all those States which have ratif iecl

it. The European court of Hurnan Rights (the Human Ríghts

Court ) estabfished by the Convention is r:esponsible for

interpreting the obligations contained in the Convention.

"ble are parties to the Convention and to the rj-ght of

individual petition. trle are therefore duty bound to make

the changes required to comply with the Convention as

interpreted by the court" Mr Leon Brittan, Secretary of State

for the Home Department (as he then was) (Hansard 23.7.85

coJ..894 ) .

The Human Rights Court has clarified, on numerous occasions,

the interpretation of Convention provisions as they relate
to refugees and immigrants. Despite the assurance of the

Secretary of State in 1985, current UK immigration law and

practice do not reflect the rulings of the lturnan Rights Court

in this area.

This report looks at provisions of the Conwention as

interpreted by the Hurnan Rights Court in the light of current

UK imrnigration law and the ways in which the divergence of

the two may give rise to breaches of the former. At the

Conclusions, ten Recommendations are put forward which, if
adopted would bring UK law into line with the Human Rights
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Court ' s rulings .

The relevant decisions of the Human Rights Court concern

Article 3 - protection from inhuman and degrading treatment

or punishrnent, Articfe B - respect for private and family

life, Article 13 - the right to effectiwe remedies and

Article 14 - non-di scriminat ion , of the Convention.

The duties set out ín the Convenliorl are owed to everybody,

regardless of nationalÍty or immigration status, who comes

within the 'jurisdíction of the UK. Article I states

"The High Contracting Parties shaII secure to everyone withrn

their jurisdiction the rights and freedoms in Section I of

this Convention. "

Under Articfe 53 ECHR, the Contracting Parties undertake to

abide by the decisions of the Human Rights Court in any case

to which they are parties. The judgments of the Court do not

constitute binding precedents of the kind familiar to the

conmon l-aw. Nevertheless the Court's judgments are of

central importance to the application of the Convention since

they give a cl-ear indication of the principfes which the

Court has used to reach its decision and which it wiII apply

to any future case which comes before it.

Wl-ril-e Article 53 requires the Convention parties to abide by

the decisions of the Court, the Committee of Ministers

supervises the execution of Lhose decísions (Art. 54).
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The Secretary General has power under Article 57 to request-

any Contracting State to furnish an explanation of the manner

in which its internal law ensures the effective

implementation of any of the provisions of the Convention.

This power has not yet been developed extensively' It has

been used on five occasions, most recently in JuIy 1988.

Sometimes the requests cover Lhe whole convention. on other

occasions only specific articles, for example the 19BB

request encompassed only Article 6.

Ther:e is, however, no general periodic reporting mechanism

analogous to that established by Article 40 of the

fnternational- Covenant on CiviI and Political Rights.

Moreover, the information furnished by the contracting States

is not examined critically e.g. b,y reference to information

provided by thìrd parties such as non-governmental

organisatíons.

ILPA supports the introduction of a periodic reporting

mechanism which woufd require Contracting States to conduct a

regular audit of their domestic law's compliance with the

provisions of the Convention in the light of the principles

enunciated in the decisions of the Court.

This report focuses on potential problems in relation to the

compatibility of UK rules with the Convention. It is

essentíaI, however, to stress that the Convention is
primarily concerned with how individuals are treated in
particular cases. At least two consequences flow from this.

However correct the law may be on its face, the Convention
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may be infringed if there has been a failure to respect

Convention rights adequately in the individual case.

This is particularly pertinent in immigration and asylum

cases when so much will turn on whether, for instance family

Iife is under threat or if the applicant ¡ on the facts, is at

risk of ifl-treatment contrary to Artic.le 3 of the

Conwention. It is important that those responsiLrle for

taking immigration or asylum decisions shoulcl have regard to

the principles of the Convention when exercising discretion.

It is hoped that this account of the current anornafies will

facilitate the regularisation of the UK's position with

regard to its obligations under the Convention. This seems a

particularly opportune moment to consider these obligations

as ne\^/ Immigration Rul-es are soon to be introduced once the

Asylum and Immigration Appeals BitI l-992 has to come into

force.
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Currently the published UK Immigration Rules (HC 25Ll as

amended, contain only part of relevant information on how any

particular application will be deaft with. The rules are

supplemented Lry extensive secret instructions, which in some

câses run directly contrary to provisions on the face of the

published rul-es.

For example, there are well l(nown 'secret' guidelines on the

treatment of establ-ished heterosexual relationships where

marriage has not been contracted. Yet the Immigration Rules

gì-ve no hint that such a relationship has any relevance to an

imrnigration application. Indeed, the rules relating to

marriage give not the slightest indication that a marriage

certificate itseff may not be necessary.

The importance of publishing internal instructions which form

an intrínsic part of administrative practice was underlined

by the Human Rights Court in the case of SILVER AND QTITERS v

U.K. (Judgment of 25 March 1983 Series A 61 (1983) 33) and has

been reiterated on numerous occasions since. The S II,VER case

concerned the Prison Act and Rules and the unpublished Orders

and Instructions which suppl-emented their provisions. The

Court held that:

"the law must be adequately access.ible; the citizen must be

abl-e to have an indication that is adequate, in the

circumstances, of the legal rules applicable to a given case".

-5-
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It held that the Orders and Instructions did not meet this

requirement because they "lvere not pul:Iished". The Human

Rights court noted that the unpublished Orders and

Instructions were part of a practice to which the

accessibility and foreseeabiÌity must be applied.

The foreseeability requirement was defined as follows:

"a norm cannot be regarded as 'law' unless it is formulated

with sufficíent precision to enabfe a citizen to regulate his

conduct: he must be able - if need be with appropriate advice

- to foresee, to a degree that is reasonable in the

circurnstances, the consequences which any given action may

entail " .

This foreseeabifity test is currently not rnet by the rules

and guidelines by which UK imrnigration control is operated.

The myriad of secret instructions outside the published rules

have the effect that a person cannot possibly regulate his or

her behaviour on the basis of the published instructions

alone and foresee the consequences with a reasonable degree

of certainty.

Secondly by maintaining a fu11 set of secret instructions

which, in some circumstances, run contrary to the published

law the lmmigration Appellate Authority (lAA), The Tribunal

structure established to adjudicate on the application of

immigration and asylum law, is deprived of the power to allow

or dismiss an appeal on the basis of the true state of the

rules. The IAA is limited to the application of the

-6-
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published rules only which renders

where the secret guidelines are

nr I es.

All ¡eLevant instructions
adminístrative practice in
published.

II{PLICATÏONS FOR UK I,AW

its determinations absurd

contrar:y to the published

which form

irnmigration

an intrinsic part

and asylum faw must

of

be
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ARTICIIE 3 _ INHUI,TAN ÀND DEGRÄDING TREATI'IENT OR PT'NISHMENT

No one shall" be subjected to torture

degrading treatment or punishment .

EX'IRÀCTS FROM TEE JUDGMENTS OF TIIE HUMÀN RIGHTS COURT

SoERING I/t989/16I/ 217 A no 138

para 91, "In sum, the decision by a Contracting State t-o

exLradite a fugitive may give rise to an issue under Article

3, and hence engage the responsibility of that state under

the Convention, where substantial grounds have been shown for

believing that the person concerned, if extradited, faces a

real rislc of being subjected to torture or to inhuman or

degrading treatment or punishment in the requesting country".

CRUZ vARÀs AND OTEERS 46/1'990/237 /307 A no 201

para 70. "Although the present case concerns expulsion as

opposed to a decision to extradite, the Court considers that

the abowe tSOERINGI principle also applies to expulsion

decisions and a fortiori to cases of actual expulsion..."

vI LVARAJAE 45/1990/236/302-306 A no. 215

i nhuman

para 107. "In its Cruz Va¡as judgment of 20 March 1991 the

Court noted the following principles relevant to its

assessment of the risk of ill-treatrnent (Series A n. 201, pp.

29-31 SS 75-76 and 83 ) :

(1) In determining whether substantial grounds hawe k¡een

shown for believing the existence of a real risk of treatment

-B-
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contrary to Article 3 the Court wilf assess the issue in the

light of all the material placed before it or, if necessary,

material ol:tained proprio motu;

(2) Further, since the nature of the Contracting States'

responsibility Under Articfe 3 in cases of this kind lies in

the act of exposing an indíviduaf to the risk of

iJ-l-treatment, the existence of the risk rnust be assessed

prinarily with reference to those facts which were known or

ought to have been known to the Contracting States at the

time of expulsion; the Court is not precluded, however, from

having regard to information which comes to light subsequent

to the expulsion. This may be of value in confirming or

refuting the appreciation that has been made by the

Contracting Party or the well-foundedness or otherwise of an

applicant ' s fears;

(3) IIl,-treatrnent must attain a minimum levef of severity it

it is to faff withìn the scope of Articfe 3. The assessment

of this minimum, is, in the nature of things, relative; ít
depends on all the circumstances of the case.

para 108. The Court's examination of the existence of a rislr
of ilf-treatment in breach of Artícle 3 at the relevant time

mu6t necessarily be a rigorous one in view of the abso.Iute

character of this provision and the fact that it enshrines

one of the fundamental va.lues of the democratic societies

making up the Council of Europe . . . ".

Following the three

to a place where he

degrading treatment

Article 3.

judgments cited above, expelling someone

or she may face torture or inhuman and

or punishrnent can of itseLf violate

o
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t. Relurning a person to a country where he or she may

face inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment

violates Articfe 3. The UK criteria for grantíng

asylum to persons fleeing inhuman or degrading

treatment qualify and restrict the Convention meaning

as both the current Imrnigration RuIes and the Asylunr

and Immigration Appeal-s Bilt only recognise

"Convention refugees " .

The UN Convention and Protocol relating to the status

of Refugees 1951 and 1967, define a refugee as a

person outside the country of persecution who has

well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of

race/ religion, nationality, membership of a

particular social group or political opinion (ArticIe

1(A) (2 ) ) . This definition has been adopted in the

Immigration Rules (HC 251 para 140) and by reference

in the Asylum and Immigrat-ion Appeafs Bill 1992

(clause 1 ) .

Article 3, however. concerns an absolute right: the

offending treatment does not have to rel-ate to

political opinion, race, religion or some other

criteria, but concerns only the status of the

individual as a human being. This makes it

automaticafly more extensive than the rules for
granting asylum in UK law.

- 10 -
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There is no express prowision in

obligation under Article 3 as

Rights Court which may result

Convention by the UK authorities,

2. A second conflict lies with the definition of

persecutíon, which limits the UK's obligation under

domestic law. This has been efaborated by the English

courts as 'harass for heretical opinion or pursue with

injurious consequences ' (R v Immigration Appeal

Tribunal ex parte Jonah t19B5l Imrn AR 7). In another

case it was noted that while a particular religious
group could neither evangelise nor practice their

religion in Pakistan, they would not b,e persecuted

unless they did evangelise (Ah¡nad (GuÌzar) and ors v

Secretary of State for the Home Department [1990] Imm

AR 91). So, if persecution can kre avoided through

modifying one's behaviour it may not give rise to

refugee status.

In the decision of DENMARK, FRÀNCE, NORWAY I SWEDEN &

TIIE NETHERLANDS w GREECE degrading treatment or

puníshment was defined as treatment that "grossly

humiliates him before others or drives hirn to act

against his wiII or his conscience" (Yearbook 13 1970

p. 108). This inlerp¡etation could appì.y to the case

of a religious group such as referred to above, and

highlights the disparity between UK law and ECHR

rulings.

- lt -
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The l-ater case, IRELAND v UK (1978) gave a ciefinition

of degrading treatment e.l.aborated around a more active

interference with indiwidual rights. Nonetheless the

disparity - and hence potential for further breach -

still exist.

lf removing someone to potential inhuman and degrading

treatment or punishment may violate Article 3,

prewenting them from escaping such treatment may also

give rise to an issue under this Article. The SOERING

judgnent makes clear- that inhuman and degrading

treatment does not have to be suffered at the hands of

a party signatory to the Convention for that party to

bear responsibility; responsibility arises when the

actions of a Contracting Party are the immediate cause

of the applicant facing such treatment.

Artic.le 1 requires Parties to secure to everyone

within their jurisdiction the Convention rights and

freedoms. As established by the Court and the

Commission, the notion of jurisdiction set forth in

Article 1 is not l-imited as to territoriaf

applicability, but comprises the idea of state

jurisdiction over the individual !hrough state organs

or authorities.

Clearly embassy staff overseas have jurisdiction over

applicants for visas to enter the UK. Therefore a

wisa policy operated outside the UK may raise issues

under Article 3 if it prewents people facing torture

- 12. -
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or inhuman or degradirìg treatment or punishme¡rt f r:om

escaping such treatment.

This is particularly true if the uK is the only

feasible destination. The Home Secretary has accepted

the principl-e of the United Nations High Commissioner

for Refugees (UNHCR) that "Regard should be had to the

concept that asylum should not be refused soleÌy on

the ground that it could be sought from anothe¡

State", (R l¡ Secretary of State for the Home

Departnent ex parte Yassine & Ors t19911 Irun AR 357).

Therefore the existence of some other consular post of

itself may not reliewe the UK embassy of its

obligatíon to consider the application of Article 3.

There is no provision of the Immigration Rules which

permits the issue of entry clearance to seek refuge in

the U. K.

mandatory wisa requirements apply must obtain visas in
some capacity just in order to arrive in the UK to

claim asylurn. Carriers such as airl-ines and ferry

companies carry out the enforcement of this policy as

under the Immigration (Carriers Liability ) Act l9B7

they are fined in respect of any passenger who needs

and does not have the required visa.

Yet nationals of countries to which

The Civil Liberties Committee of the European

Parfiament has expressed its disapproval of carrier

sanctions in general on the ground that they prevent

genuine refugees f rorn fleeing persecution. In cases

- 13 -
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where no other destination is reasonable, these

sanctions may constitute a contravention of Article 3.

5. Expulsion - deportation or removal as an illegal

entrant - of long-term resident non-nationafs is

discussed more fully under Article B, below. However

in the recent case of BELDJOUDI 55/1990/246/377 A

no 234-A, concerning the deportation of a non-national

who had Ìived in France since birth and was now over

40 years old. Article 3 was ¡aised before the

Commission. It v;as not purstled bef ore the Human

Rights Court but in a separate opinion, Judge De Meyer:

considered that to expel someone from a country which

had been effectively 'his' since birth to a country

with which he had no connection other than formal

nationality constituted inhuman treatment.

Clause 3 of the Asylurn and Immigration Appeals BiII

1992 provides that every person who has claimed asylum

is requíred to have his or her fingerprints tal(etl .

Whifst the taking of fingerprints cannot be

classified, per se, as degrading treatment since it is

a routine procedure for the issue of identity

documents in many countries, it may take on this

characteristic here since the only other people

required to have their fingerprints taken in the UK

are those under suspicion of having committed an

'arrestable offence' under the PoIíce and Criminal-

Evidence Act 1984. This provision then puts asylum

seekers in the same class as suspected criminaÌs which

- 14 -
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may f al,1 within the concept of degrading treatrnent as

elaborated by the Strasbourg autholities.

In the EAST AFRICAN ASIÀNS case [1981] 3 EHRR 76' the

Comrnission considered treatment to degrade a person if

it lowers him in rank, position, reputation or

character. whether in his own eyes or in the eyes of

other peopte, and specified al-so that it must reach a

certain Ievel of severity. To suI:ject asylum seekers

to treatment otherwise reserved for suspected

críminals may lower them in ranl<, position, reputatÍon

and character, both in their eyes and those of the UK

population. This treatment may wel.I be contrary to the

spirit of Article 3 particularly it applies

di sproport ionate Iy to wisible racial groups (see

below). This argument ís particularly acute in the

case of children, of whatsoever an age' who may be

fingerprinted as dependants of the applicant under

clause 3(2).

ARTICLE 3 and ARTICLE 1,4

Article 14 of the Conwention:

The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms as set forth in thrs

Convention shalI be secured without discri¡nination on any

ground such as sex, race' colour, language, religion,

politicat or other opinion. national or social origin,

association with a national minority, property, birth or

other status.

- 15 -
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EXTRÄCTS FROM JUDGMENTS OF THE HUMAN RIGIITS COURT

ABDULÈ\ZIZ, CABALES & BAIKÀNDÃJ,T 15/7983/71l107-109 A no 94

para 12. "For the purposes of Article 14, a difference of

treatment ís discriminatory if it 'has no objective and

reasonable justification'. that ìt to say i.t does not pursue

a 'legitimate aim' or there is not a 'reasonable relationship

of proportionality Lretween the means employed and the aim

sought to be realised'... "

IHPLICATIONS FOR UK LAW

Shoul-d fingerprinting b,e f ouncl to be degrading treatment rn

the context of asylum applicants then the selection for

fingerprinting on the Lrasis of their status as asylum see]çers

may be discriminatory, contrary to Article 14. rf this is an

excessive infringement of their dignity and the purpose of

such a measure cannot objectively be justified or the

requirement of proportionality not be met then there may be a

breach of this Article in conjunction with Article 3.

* 16 -
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ARTICLE B - FÀI{ILY ÀND PRIVATE LIFE

Erzeryone has the right to respect for his private and

family life. his home and his correspondence.

There sha1l be no interference by a public authority

with the exercise of this right except such as is in

accordance with the law and is necessary in a

democratic society in the interests of national

security, public safety or the economic well-being of

the country, for the prewention of disorder or crime,

for the protection of health or rnorals, or for the

protection of the rights and freedoms of others.

ln view of the importance of this Article to immígration

matters this section ís diwìded into three parts : ADULTS;

CHILDREN; SPOUSES AND OTHER RELATIVES.

ADULTS:

EXTR.ACTS FROM JUDGHENTS OE' THE HUMAN RIGHTS COURT

MOUSTAQUTM 3l/1989/L9I/291 A 1,93

BEI,DJOUDI 55 / I99O /246 /3I7 A 234-A

Both of the

born in the

early age.

arose from

offences.

above cases concern non-nationals who were either

host country or who had lived there from a very

Their applications to the Human Rights Court

decisions to deport them for various criminaf

- 17 - 
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As is the case for many "second generation" immigrants, the

applicants ' cl-ose relatives \,vere a] I based in the host

country.

expelling countries, and deportation being held to interfere
with each' applicant's right in this respect, the judgments

revolve around paragraph 2 of Article B.

In both cases it was heLd that the deportation orders were in

accordance with the law and that they pursued aims compatible

with the Convention, being for the prevention of disorder or

crime. In order for this interference with the right to

family fife to be deemed necessary in a democratic society,

however, it must be proportionate to the legitimate aim

pursued, according to the Court's established case-law. In

both cases the Humâ.n Rights Court found a wiofation of

Article I on this ground.

MOUSTAQUIM

Family life being thus established in the

para 44. "Mr Moustaqui-m's alleged offences in Belgium have a

number of special featur:es ... The latest offence of which he

was convicted dated from 21 December 1980. There was thus a

relatively long period between then and the deportation order

para 45 . at the time the deportation order was made,

alf the applicant's close relatives - his parents and his

brothers and sisters had been Iiving ín Liège for a long

whíle; one of the oÌder children had acquired Belgian

nationaÌity and the three youngest had Lreen born in Belgiun.

- lU -
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Mr Moustaquim himself was less than two years ofd when he

arrived in Belgium. From that Lime on he had lived there for

atrout tvüenty years r¡rith his family or not far away from

them. He had returned to Morocco only twice, for holídays -

He had received all his schooling in French. His family life

\^¡as thus seriously disrupted by the measure taken against

him".

para 46. "Flavi-ng regard to these var-ious círcumstances, it

appears that, as far as respect for the applicant's family

life is concerned, a proper bafance was not achieved between

the interests involved, and that the means employed were

therefore inappropriate t-o the legitimate aim pursued".

BELDJOUDI

para 75. l4r Betdjoudi's criminal- record

worse than that of Mr Moustaquim ... It shou.ld

examined whether the other circumstances of the

enough to compensate for this irnportant fact".

para 77. "Mr Betdjoudi ... was born in France of parents who

were then French Furthermore, Mr Beldjoudi marríed a

French woman. His cl-ose relatives all kept French

nationality until 1 January 1963, and have resided in France

for several decades.

FinalLy he has spent his whole fife -
France. was educated j,n Fl:ench and

Arabic. He does not seem to have any

- 19 -
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from tlìat of nat íonal i,ty "

para 79. "Having regard to these various círcumstances, it

appears from the point of view of respect for the applicant's

family life, that the decision to deport Mr Beldjoudi, if put

lnto effect, would not be proportionate to the legitinate aim

pursued and would therefore violate Article 8".

II'{PLICATIONS FOR UK I,AW

These judgments indicate that

resident non-nationals, even

offences, infringes their right

The directíon in which the Human Rights Court is moving may

be discerned from the comments made by Mr H G Schermers of

the European Commission for Human Rights in the case of

LAMGUINDAZ v UK (tI6I52/90I October 7992). Mr Larnguindaz had

been resident in the UK for 12 years, fron the age of seven,

when the Home Secretary decided to make a deportatíon order

against him following his conviction for wounding. Mr:

Scherme¡s considered that:

"Even independent of human rights considerations, I

doubt whether modern international law permits a State

which has educated children of admitted aliens to

expel these chifdren when they become a burden.

Shifting this burden to the State of origin of the

pârent is no longer so clearly acceptabi-e under mode¡n

internationa.l .Iaw. It is at least subject to doubt

-20-
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whether a host country has the right to return those

immigrants who prove to be unÌjatisfactory".

Under the current Immigration Rules prowision is made

for balancing the public interest against any

compassionate circumstances of the case. Examples of

circumstances whích may h¡e re.levant to deportation

following a conviction are giwen in para 764 and

include length of residence in the UK and strength of

connec'Lions with the UI(/ the so-cal1ed 'integration
test' (Baktaur Singh w IAT [1986] 2 AII ER). However:/

as the case of LAI'{GUINDAZ (abowe ) íì,Iustrates, these

interests are not currently balanced in accordance

vrith the case law of the Human Rights Cour:t.

The Immigration Rules need to be amended to give the

correct weight to factors to be taken into account.

and specifically the fanily ties of proposed deportees

in the UK. It shoulcl be clearly spelt out that when

family life exists almost exclusively in the UK

deportation is not an appropriate option,

2. The law as it currently stands does not permit the IAA

to allow an appeal on the basis of the factors set out

in the Rules para 164 where the decision to deport is
based on overstaying o;: otherwise breaching conditions

of leave unless the prospective deportee has been in
the UK for 7 years. It is arguable whether these

factors may even be taken ínto consideration where the

-2r-
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appell-ant claims to be a refugee. Accordingly no

effective remedy as required by Article 13 may exist

where a breach of Article B is alleged by a

prospective deportee in these circumstances.

There is no provision of UK faw which requires the

considerations set out by the Human Rights Court to be

applied in respect of illegal entrants.

lnfhere it is establisl-red that a person has entered the

UK by deception, even -if th"rt decepl,ion was practícecl

many years earlier and by a third party. for instance,

where a chj-fd of the family vÌas presented as a

legitimate chiId, notl'ring in UK .Iaw protects the

person' s f am.ily or pr:ivate lif e.

In such a circumstance in UI( Iaw the person may be

removed once it has been established he or she is an

illegal entrant irrespective of the private and family

life consequences .

The Immigration Rules sl-rould be amended so that the

factors set out by the Hurnan Rights Court in balancing

respect for private and fanily J.ife against the public

interest must apply wherever expulsion under whatever

guise is contemplated. Any such decision must be

subject to an effective appeal right within the

statutory Tribunal system (IAÀ) for consideration on

the merits.
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3. ln a concurring opinion in BEIDJOUDf, Judge

Martens suggested the decision should have been made

on the ground of long residence afone:

"f believe that an increasing number of Member

States of the Councíl of Europe accept the

principle that such 'integrated aliens' should

be no more liable to expulsion than nationals,

an exception being justified. if at aIf, only

in very exceptional circumstances. "

In other words, even in the unlikely event of family

l-ife not being established in the UK, deportation or

removal should not generally be considered for

' integrated al-iens ' ,

The Commission and Human Rights Court have

consistently held that a decision to expel is not a

criminal sanction or the determination of a civíl

right within tl-¡e terms of Article 6 (1) but arl

administrative act. Where an expulsion results from

criminal convictions, as it most frequently does in
the case of J.ong-term residents, Mr Schermers

expressed the view in his separâte opinion in

LAMGUINDAZ that "in reality expulsion is often a more

heavy punishment thân a príson sentence.... expulsion

following a prison sentence should be seen as ân

additional punishment" and considered that this

constituted a violation of Article B in conjunction

with Article 14.
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CIIILDREN : .

EXTR'ACTS FROI'I JUDGMENTS OF TEE HUMÀN RIGHTS COURT

BERREH.A.B 3/1987 /1,26 / 177 A no 138

Berrehab had been IawfuIIy resídent in the Netherlands by

reason of his marriage to a Dutch woman. They had a child

together but the rnarriage had broken down. As a result he

lost his residence status. He was then refused an

independent residence permit and rdas expelled f¡om the

Netherfands.

para 2I . "The Court has hefd that the relationship

created between the spouses by a 1awfu1 and genuine marriage

such as that contracted by Mr and Mrs Berrehab has to be

regarded as 'famìly life' . . . It follows frorn the concept of

fanily on which Article B is based that a child born of such

a union is ipso jure part of that relationship; hence, from

the moment of the child's birth and by the very fact of it,

there exists between him and his parents a bond amounting to

' family life'

para 23. "The two disputed measures thus in practice

prevented the applicants frorn maintaining regular contacts

with each other although such contacts were essential as the

child was very young. The measures accordingly amounted to
interference with the exercise of a right secured in
paragraph 1 of Article 8".
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païa 29 As to the extent of the interference, it is to

be noted that there had been very close ties belween Mr

Berrehab and his daughte:: for several- years that the

effect of the interference was the more serious as Rebecca

needed to remain in contact with her father, seeing

especially that she was very young.

Having regard to these particular circumstances, the Court

considers that a proper balance was not achieved between the

means employed and the Iegitimate aím pursued".

The BERREIIAB decisíon recognises that the parent child

reÌationship is protected by Article B against state

interference even where that interference takes the form of

the implementation of immigration controf.

III'IPLTCATIONS FOR UK LAW

1. In UK Iaw there is no protection from expulsion f or:

parents of minors who are either British citizens or

who have indefinite leave to remain (or permanent

residence rights ) and are resident in the UK.

This deficiency of UI( law was drawn to the attention

of the Strasbourg authorities in the case of FADELE

before the Co¡nmission Iapp. 73018/87 l. The applicant,

a Nigerian, returned to the UK to tal<e care of his

three chil"dren after their mother was killed in a car

accident. He was refused leave to remain and removed

after one year, All three chiLdren had British

-25-
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citizenship and had lived all their lives in the UK.

The Commission decLared the case admissible and the UK

government settled the matter permitting the return of

Mr Fadefe and his children to UK before the case

reached the Court. It appears lil<ely from the

judgment in BERREHAB that the Court would hawe found a

breach of Article 8 had this case proceeded.

Similar breaches appear to be continuing to occur in

the UK. For the rnos t part these concern either
parents who are considered to have entered by

deception or whose marriages have broken down within

the first 12 months and therefore hawe no right to

remain on that ground,

Two recent cases wi-th simiÌar facts iflustrate this

first situation: RE THÄNIA AHMED (t19911 Irun AR 405);

and RE A (A MINOR) (CA/ reported in Family Law, April
7992]|. In the fatter caser a Bangladeshi woman

settled in the UK atternpted (unsuccessfully) to use

wardship proceedíngs regarding her chil-d to prevent

her husband being remowed. He was deemed by the Home

Office to have concealed hís real reason for entry to

the UK (to settle) and to be therefore an illegal

entTant.

The wife had been settfed here

since 1988 and the chifd was born

was to be removed approxirnately

- ?.6 -

since 1987 ¡ married

in 1989. The father

2 years after his
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arrival. In BERREHAB the removal of the father at an

early stage of the chifd's development was held to

constitute a di sproportionate interference with family

life in breach of Article B.

reflect this approach.

Recognising the disparity between the approach taken

by the Court and the fmmigration Rules, applicants

have tried to use these judgrnents to appeal against UK

expulsion decisions. BERREH-AB was specifically arguecl

in R v IAT ex palte Girishl<umar Somabhai Patel (t19901

Imm AR 153). Mr Patel married a Britísh citizen soon

after his arrival in 1985 and applied to remain as a

husband \^ihich apptication was refused. À child was

born to the couple in 1986, who was then four years

ol-d at the time of this hearing. The argument based on

the Human Rights Court's decision in BERREHÃ.B was

rejected as having no effect in domestic law. This

situation, in which the UK is falling short of its

international commitments to human rights. should be

rectified without delay.

2 - Articl-e I requires that any interference with the

right to respect for family and private Iife must,

inter aIia, be "in accordance with the l-aw". The

constant jurisprudence of the Commission and Human

Rights Court demonstrates that the faw must be

"accessibÌe" and "foreseeable". Therefore aLl secret

instructions impacting on the right to family and

pl:ivate Iife must be Published.

-27 -
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SPOUSES ÀNI] OTHER REI,ATIVES: _

EXTR.ACTS FROM JUDGMENTS OF TNE HU}TAN RIGHTS COURT

ABDULAZIZ, CABAIES e BAI,KÃNDAL T 15/7983/77/L07-L09 A no. 94

para 78 the advancement of the equality of the

sexes is today a major goal in the member States of

the Council of Europe. This means that very weighty

reasons would have to be advanced before a difference

of treatment on the ground of sex could be regarded as

compatj-ble with the Convention. - . "

para 79. the Court is not convinced that the

difference that may nevertheless exist between the

respective impact of men and women on the domestic

fabour market is sufficiently important to justify the

difference of treatment. . . "

I}IPLICATTONS FOR UK I,AÌ,7

If asylum seelçers are refused refugee status they may

be gr-anted exceptional leave to remain outside the

Rules. This cornmonly inwolves the grant of leave to

remain for one year only which is usuaÌIy extended

thereafter for three more years. After a further

extension of three years they may be granted

indefinite leave to rernain. However' family reunion

is excluded during the first four years of residence,

unless the applicant can argue the existence of

'compelÌing compassionate circumstances ' .
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This is an interference with rights of persons granted

exceptional leave to remain to family Ìife as

guaranteed under Article 8. The interference appears

unjustified, particularly when compared to the respect

for family life a person recognised as a refugee can

expect.

Similar considerations wilt apply both in cases of

those recognised as refugees and those granted

exceptional Ieave to remain. A grant of exceptional

leawe to remain must constitute an acceptance that the

applicant cannot safely be returned to his or her

country of origin. In such circumstances there is ¡'to

question that family life could be enjoyed in the

country of origin (ABDULAZIZ CABÀLES & BAJ,KÃNDAII

above ) .

interference with family life which amounts to a

prohibitíon on it is justified under paragraph 2 of

Article B.

2.. The contravention of Article I discussed abowe

regarding persons granted exceptional leave to r:ernain

also violates Article 14.

Accordíngly, it is unlikely that an

Articl-e L4 requires

under Article I

discrimination on any

the status of people

is clearly the ground

Iife is denied.

that the right to family life

shall be secured without

ground, such as status . Hot¡rever

with exceptional leave to remain

on which their right to f arnily

29-
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Contracting states do hawe a margin of appreciation in
assessing whether and to what extent differences in
otherwise simila¡ sítuations justify a difference in
treatment under the Convention, Nonetheless, it ís

difficult to maintain that this difference of

treatment has the 'objective and reasonable

justification' required in ABDULAZ I z CA.BAÌ,ES &

BÄ.I,KÀNDA-LI ( above ) .

Elsewhere/ the Immigration Rules provide that family

members of students and dependants of people coming to

worl< may be admitted, although the applicant in these

cases may be resident for less than four years. These

provisions suggest that a four year absence from

family would be deerned unacceptable in otherwise

similar situations. as does the treatment of those

recognised as refugees. It is sul¡mitted that there

are no grounds for: differentiating between these

categories of immigrants and persons granted

exceptional feave to remain, or certainly none that
would satisfy the ¡\BDUI"AZIZ pl:inciple of

proportiona I ity .

Para 31 of the Immigration Rules provide:3.

"The wife and children under 18 of a passenger

admitted under paragraphs 26 to 30 [as a student]

shoufd be given leave to enter for the period of his

authorised stay if they can be maintained and

accommodated without recourse to public funds",

- 30 -
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Tl-ris provision does not extend to the husbands of

women students. Tìrei¡ aclmission is discret.ionary and

outside the Imnigration Rufes. It is understood but

nowhere stated by the Governnent that their admission

is considered according to whether they are needed to

Loolc after the children and whether they can be

financially supported by their wives. If these

criteria are not satisfied, or if the discretion is

not exercised in the student's favour for some other

r:eason, f emale students ' f aniì.y lif e will l:e

interfered with. As the discretion is outside the

Irnmigration Rules it cannot be reversed by tìre

Immigratíon Appellate Authorities.

Tt is unlikely that this interference can be justifiecl

according to the provisions of Article B paragraph 2.

The ' legitimate aim' of such excfusions is 'the

interests of the economic well-being of the

country'; but the condition that they can be

maintained and accommodated without recourse to public

funds would meet this 'pressing social need' as

requíred by Article 8(2) (see inter aJ-ia, BELDJOUDI '
above ) .

The fack of provision rn

admission of husbands

contravenes Article B.

the Immigration Rul-es for the

of female students therefore

- 31 -
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Everyone whose rights and freedoms as set forth in this

Convention are violated shall have an effective remedy before

a national authority notwithstanding that the violation has

been connitted by persons acting in an official capacity-

ARTICLE 13 RIGTIT TO AN EFFECTIVE REMEDY

EXTR.ACTS FROM JUDGMENTS OF THE ÍIUMAN RIGHTS COURT

ABDUIJ\ZIZ, CABALES ÃND BALK.ANDAII 15/1983 /11/I07-IO9 A no.94

para 93. "The Court has found that the discrimination on the

ground of sex of which Mrs Abdulaziz, Mrs Cabales and Mrs

Balkandafi were victims was the result of norms that we¡e in

this respect incompatible with the Convention ' ln this

regard, since the United Kingdom has not incorporated the

Convention into its domestic law, there could be no

'effective remedy' as required by Àrticle 13... Recourse to

the avaifable channels of complaint (the immigration appeals

system, representations to the Home Secretary' application

for judicial review ... ) could have been effective only if

the complainant alleged that the discrimination resufted from

a misapplication of the 1980 Rufes. Yet here no such

alì-egation was made nor \^Ias it suggested that the

discrimination resul-ted in any other way".

The Human Rights Court accordingly concluded that there has

been a violation of Article 13.
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Although the Strasbourg authorities have rnade it clear that

the Convention offers no guarantee of the right in domestic

law to challenge violations of the Convention on that ground

aIone, it has always insisted that the " aggregate of

remedies" available to an aggrieved individual must be

effective (Leander. 4116 1987¡ Young James & Webster 839 I9B4

p49 ) .

The Commission and Human Rights court have had numerous

occasions to examine the operation of judicial review in the

UK legal system. Whilst the Commission formed the view in
VILVAVAJAH that the laclc of a right of appeal on the merits

before removal for refused asylum seekers did constitute a

breach of Article 13, the Court reversed this view holding

that in asylum casesf judicial review was an effective rernedy

since "the Courts have stressed their special responsibility

to subject administrative decisions in this area to the nost

anxious scrutiny where an applicant's life or liberty may be

at rislç " .

This does not, however, mean that judicial review would be

considered an effective remedy in aII cases/ and indeed even

in vILvAvAJAE two of the judges, including Judge Walsh, found

that there had been a Violation of Article 13. Judge Walsh's

separate dissenting opinion is instructive.

IMPLTCATIONS FOR UK IÀW

"It appears to me that a nationaf

provides an ef fect.ive remedy for

- 33 -
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and whiclì excludes the competence

meríts cannot meet the requirements

Fortunately Judge Walsh's concerns are n ot¡t being rernedied rn

the Asylum and Immigration Appeals Bill 1992 insofar as

asylum seekers are concerned. Howeverr the Human Rights

Court in VILVARAJAH only expressed its confidence in judicial

¡eview as an effective remedy in cases where the applicant's

Iife or liberty was at rislt.

The cour:t has expressed no sucl't confidence in judicial revíew

in refation to other immigratíon decisions, and it is by no

means clear that in those situations where there is no right

of appeal to an índependent adjudicator on the merits that

other appeat rights (.e.g under Section 5, Immigration Acl-

19BB) or judicial review wouLd be regarded as an effective

remedy. This will be even more problematic when the ne\^/

Asylum and Immigration Appeals Bil"l comes into force removing

the right of appeal in cases where a refusal is mandatory'

Potential, breaches of Article 13 occur in those situations

raising issues under Article B where judicial review is the

only remedy, particularly in those situations where a refusal

mandatory under the rmmigration Ru.l-es inter alía:-

to

of

make a decision on the

Article 13".

Spouses of female students

"Sofe responsibility" of children

primary purpose refusals where the marriage is

recognised as genuine

separated parents with regular and frequent contact

34
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with minor children

adoptions

dependent relatives not qualifyíng under the rules

over age children not qualifying under the rules

cornnon Ìaw spouses

homosexual- coupl"es

ì- 1legal entrants

In every ínstance where an issue of private or family life

aríses there must be an effective right of appeal on the

merits to the 1AÀ.
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The central aim of this survey of domestic implementation of

the case 1aw of the Humarì Rights Court in the areas of

immigration and asylum is to encourage the UK to comply with

its human rights obligations in this fieLd.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM¡{ENDATIONS

Specifically, UK immigratíon law and rules should be amended

to take account of the following points:

t. A1f relewant instructions which form an intrinsic part-

of administrative practice in immigratíon 1aw rnust be

published and subject to review Lry the IÄÀ.

The requirements for the grant of asylum are too

narro\^¡ to awoid breaches of Article 3. The

Immigration Rules should be amended to incl-ude

protection from expulsion in accordance with the Human

Rights court's rulings prohibiting return of persons

to inhuman and degrading :eatment or punishment'

The fmmigration RuIes should be amended to include

provisions for the issue of entry clearance to persons

fearing inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

Carrier sanctions Iegislation should be amended so

that it ceases to result in infrÍngements of Articl-e 3

by preventing persons fearing inhuman or degrading

treatment or punishment f ro¡n reaching the UK.

- 36 -
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5. The fingerprinting of asylum seekers should not be

routine if a contravention of Artic.l.es 3 and l-4 is to

be avoided. The fingerprinting of children shoufd not

be necessary.

6. The factors to be considered by the Home Secretary

when deciding whether to make a deportation order, or

issue removal directions in respect of an illegal
entrant/ shoufd be ¡edrafted taking account of the

Human Rights Court's decisions on Article I, the right

to respect for prìvate and family l-if e. It shoufd be

made cfear that in the case of fuIly 'integrated
aliens' - that is to say those who have spent

substantial parts of their lives in the UK, been

educated here, and whose immediate family are also

estabfished in the UK - the fact of their integration
weighs so heavily against an expulsion that this
shoufd only occur in the most exceptional

circumstances if at alf.

Provision must be incLuded in the Immigration RuIes

for parents to obtain leave to enter or remain on the

basis of their relationships with minor children

resident here as current practice contravenes Article

B as interpreted by the Human Rights Court,

The current discriminatory interference with family

life suffered by persons granted exceptional l"eave to

remain should L¡e ended. Their situation shoul-d be

regularised to provide for admission and residence of
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their dependants in the UK at feast f rorn the noment of

grant of status. Such provision would reduce the rislc

of breach of Article B and 14.

o The provísion of the Immigration Rules for admissíon

of the spouse of a male student must be extended to

female students. This discrimination contravenes

Articles B, 1"3 and 14.

10. An effective remedy by way of an appeal on the merits

to the Immiqration Appellate Authority must be

prowided in alI circumstances where an issue of

inhuman or degrading treatment (Article 3) or private

and family life (Article B) arises. The Adjudicator

or Tribunal must have the power in law to aJ-low any

appeal where on the facts and circumstances of the

case a breach of a Convention right would otherwise

occur.

As mentioned in the introduction to this report, there rs

currently no reporting mechanism being used effectively to

monitor failures to comply with the provisions of the

Convention which do not come before the Commissíon and Human

Rights Court by way of individuaf petition. It is hoped that

these examples of the UK's irregular position will encourage

such a rnechanism to be introduced to ensure the protection in

practice of human rights which is already guaranteed in name.
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